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The problem of determining when to make ·.a machine adjustment is 
' ' '\ .. 
in essence a two-fold problem. First, there ls the problem of 
determining the operating state, in terms of def~ctive product, of 
the machine at a particular time. Second knowing the current 
~. operating state of the machine, there is the· problem of· deciding 
whether it is economically feasible to make the. corrective adjust-
~ent con~idering the "down time" and loss of production that will 
.. 
be incurred. 
.... The economic problem takes on added ~ignificance when dealing 
with multi-station machines where considerable loss of production 
.may be incurred when making machine adjustments. 
In this paper, a decision rule is developed which the author 
believes more·adequately considers the economic factors, associateQ 
with making a machine adjustment decision for mult.i-station machines.,· 
.. 
than does the decision rule frequently ·used in shop applications~ 
The formulated rule and the frequently used rule are used to make 
machine adjustment decisions for computer simulated multi-station 
-, 
machines and the results are compared .. This comparison indicates 
.that the formulated rule is superio;r to the. frequently used -rule. 
It is also noted that the formulated rQle becomes more favorable 
whenever the number of machine stations is increased or the mean 
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I - INTRODUcrION 
' 
The· objective of this pape·r is to develop and evaluate decision 
' ., r ,", 
. " . 
.. " rules that are applicable for making shop floor machtne adjustment 
decisions for multi-station machines. 
-For the purpose of ·this paper, a multi-station machine is de-
fined as a machine which has the following characteristics: 
(a) The m~chine has more than one position·(station) at which 
.a completed unit of product is made or a specified number 
of operations are performed. 
(b) The quality characteristic· of the product made at a station 
is determined by the performance of tile particular station 
and can be controlled by adjustments made to the station. 
(c) Adj_ustm~nts made to one station do not affect the quality 
characteristics of product made at any other st~tion .. 
(d) An ad.justment to any station will result in '_'down time" 
and loss of production from all the other stations. 
The stations may be "nested" as in a multiple cavity mold which pro• 
" " duces more than one unit of product each make cycle and has inde-
pendent adjust mechanisms, for each cavity, to maintain control of 
specified qual~ty characteristics. Also, the stations could be 
mounted on a turntable which rotates through fixed locations at.,,which 
work operations are perfor~ed on the product. This configuration 
would be de:fined as a multi-station machine providing. the adjustments 
· . for maintaining control of a product characteristic ·are made to the 
rotating stations and further that .adjustments made to a particular 
;_.; 
' .. ) 
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stat'ion int~r:teres, witll the "m,ake" cy~le of the other sta,tions •. 
. . 
. ~ 
•' It should be pointed out that it is not the purpose, Qf this 
. , 
paper to evaluate or suggest changes in the basic statistical quality 
control methods and procedures used to:_ 
(a) select the product characteristic ·to be controlled. 
(b) determine the machine capability. 
-i (c) establish the process check interval. 
(d) determine the appropriate sample size. 
(e) analyze the process check results. 
(f) determine if the machine is operating in a state ot sta-
tistic~! control, i.e., in the absence of assignable causes 
of variation. 
The theory and application of statistical quality control methods, 
p~ocedures, and associated analysis techniques are discussed in many 
. publications including references (2) ,.(3), (4), (5), (8), (10), (11). 
~ 
Rather, the purpose is to develop·and evaluate an adjustment de:-' 
•· cision rule, for multi-station machines, which will s-upplement the 
procedures in accomplishing the economic objective of control. 
In Chapter IV, a decision rule is formulated which the author 
• 
believes more adequately considers the economic factors associated 
J 
. with making a machine adjustment decision for multi-stati·on machines 
than does the decision rule that is frequently used in shap appli-
cations. The formulated rule and the freguently used rule which is 
discussed in Chapter· I I are used to make machine adjustment decisions 
for comput~r sim11lateJ multi-station ma.chines. and the results are 
• 
. 
. ?·:.:~]\ff~r~.:~ :~{.l~?l.~f~~~:~~~\~.;;1~t}(~f;~'t?:fll~;w1M;n~~;.,,..~~·.-----.. ,~: ·-. ,.,. · - ·· ..... · .... ~ .. ~-·-·:--·- ,~··· ~-.--~--... --··~--- ~ --~ ~.. ---" ···· · ·· -~ ... ·- · · 
., 
. \ 




















analyzed and discussed. 
In preparing t_hi·s paper the- author has been guided by the general 
. 
principle · that approximations are, in many instances,· necessarily 
used ~n making '' '' shop floor decisions. Also, it is recognized that 
a relatively simple decision rule for which the data inputs are 
readily available may yield more favorable results than a more com-
plicated decision rule for which the data input requirements cannot 
be satisfied. . ', . ,, ,· " Consistent with these realizations then a shop 
·floor" decision· is defined to be a decision for which the information 
utilized by th.e decision rule is normally available (although it may 
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' •. ·.• 
II - BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF PROBID. ''"'" .... o,Mo--·"t-- :; 
\ \. ( . 
. · _In many manufacturing situations the procedures associated with· 
statistical process control of a machine generally contain the fol-
lowing elements (11): 
(1) The product characteristic to be controlled are selected. 
(2) The capability of the machine as related to the character-
istics is determined. 
. . 
.(3) Process che·ck .procedures, including process ,check inter-
val and sample size, are established. · 
~/ 
(4) The output. from the machine is sampled perjodically by· 
~- process checker or equivalent person. 
~ 
.. 
--~ . (5) Measurements or tests are performed on th·e sampled output. 
. . \ (6) The results of the measurements or tests are plotted on a 
control chart or some other statist'ical analysis is performed. 
(7) Action is taken to eliminate assignable causes of variation 
which are indicated by the statistical analysis. 
Frequently, the action taken is to make an adjustment. to the 
machine because the "centering" has shifted, and/or the product 
,variability has increased to the extent that defective product is 
being made. 
" " In many instances, the shop floor decision rule for adjusting 
is essentially the following: 
Make a machine adjustment wbeneveJ:9 analysis o~ the process . 
· ciieck results indicates that the machine is producing defective 
J>roduct that can be avoided by niakt.ng a corrective adjustmen_t. 
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6 
· ln e:,ss,ence a two-fold problem, First, there is the proble~ 1 of de-·, 
termining the operating state, in terms of defective product, of the 
machine at a particular time.· Second, knowing the current operating 
state of the machine, there is the problem of deciding whether it is 
economically feasible to make the corrective adjustme.nt considering the 
"d<J1Jn time" and loss of production that will be incurred. 
Generally, the statistical process control procedures associated 
with the.previously described rule adequately provide for resolution 
of the first ·p·roblem; however, the rule does not provide for ade-
quate consideration of the second, economic break-a:ven, problem. 
'l'bis economic problem takes on added significance when·dealing 
with multi-station machines where considerable loss of production 
(, 
-
may be incurred when making machine adjustments. 
To be more specific, consider a multi-station machine where 
each station is ma~ing a completed unit of product or performing a 
. 
specif,ied number ·of ,,operations toward comp let ion of the unit. I-
dentical operations are performed by each machine station. The per-
formance of individual s·t'ations is independent of each· other, but 
. " " all stations are tied together by a common drive or other common 
mechanism so that adjustments to a particular station cannot be ef-
~ected with~ut interfering with the " " make cycle of the other stations·. 
t In other words, adjustments made to a station to avoid producing 
defective product will resul.t in "down time" and loss of production. 
from the other stations. 
Process control procedures, based on a.machine capability study, . . 
. .~ .. 
q~ '. ·~ 
·o· ...... _.._,~ 
' .. ·. 
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··have: been established. to monitor and assist in controlling .thQ per-
. . formance of the machine. The procedures -1.nclude a ,process. check 
routine which specifies the frequency of sampling (process check 
interval) and the size of the sample that is obtained from each 
.,, 
machine station. Results of the process check are used to determine 
the operating state of each ·machine station and to indicate the type 
I. 
of action to be taken. After each process check, baaed upon the 
information available at that time, a decision is made regarding 
machine adjustments. 
Two courses of action are available. Specifically, the shop 
persqn responsible for making the machine adjustment decisi~n can 
choose to make corrective adjustments or he can ~hoose t9 continue 
. operating the machine until the next r-scheduled· process check results 
are available. 
Now, the question arises. What decision rule should be used by 
the shop person to det~rmine when machine adjustments sho.uld be made? 
Statistical· analysis has provided valuable information, including 
the current· 0perating state of the machine, to the shop person res-
ponsible for making the adjustment decision. However, other infor-
mation, not.provided ~y the statistical analysis, is available and . . . . 
should be considered in making the decision. 
In this situation, sinee the machine is essenti~lly a machine 
system (a collection of machine stations), it seems that the rule 
used to _make the adjustment decision sho·uld consider the resulting 
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A decision rule,; .is form.ulated "in ~ap.ter IV which the author 
;, 
believes more adequately considers these economic factors than does 
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{ ' 1·1 I . '9~ ASS tl11Pl'IONS 





" '"' -' \ 1 I ~ I • t, The following assumpti·ons have been made in the pre'paration of 
this paper: 
. _; 
(1) A market is available for the maximum number of units that 
can be produced by the machine. 
(2) The current operating state of the machine stations can 
be determined., from the process check results • 
(3) The time required to make an adjustn1ent is known. 
(4) The process check interval is known. 
( 5) The good ~utput (non-defective product) does not have to 
satisfy any particular distribution because of a design or 
functional requirement. It is acceptable if it is' within 
the ·specification limits even if all of it falls on the 
high or low stde of the noainal specified value. 
. . (6) ·The salvage val,ue of all defective product is equal, l. .e.,. 
the salvage value of a defective unit outside the upper 
~ 
· specification limit is equal to the salvage value of a de~ 
fective unit outside. the lower specitication limit. 
(7) The product is submitted to 100% inspection and all de-· 
•',; fective product will be det~cted, i.e, inspection is 
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IV. - POBIIULATION OP DECISION BULB 
.1 
A - General Discussion and Conditions 
• Numerous conditions could be assumed for which different de-
cision rules could be formulated. For instance: (1) one or more 
than one person could be performing an adjustment at the same time 
or (2) all stations, producing defective product, could be adjusted 
g, 
whenever the machine is stopped for adjusting or only selected sta-
tions could be adjusted. 
in this paper: 
• 'e-(,, The following decision rule is formu1·ated . 
Make corrective adjustments if and only if the cost of 
continuing producion -· in the present operating state for a 
period equivalent to the process check interval - is greater 
than the·cost associated with making the adjustments. 
It is based on the fallowing conditions r 
(1) The res_ponsible shop person makes the adjustment dec.ision 
after -each process check, and the decision is in effect 
until the results of the next scheduled process check 
are available. 
(2) All machine stations, producing defective product which 
can be avoided by making a corrective adjustment, are 
adjusted whenever the machine is ''shut· down" for adjust-
ments to be· made. 
W"'i 
(3) Only one machine adjuster is assigned to make the adjust-
ments .for a particular machine. In other words, adjustments 
-are not made simultaneo~ly to more than one stat·ion. 
In his book, Economic Contro.1 of Quality of Manufactured Product, 
!iifi. 
(10)', Dr. Walter',', Shewhart speaking about con~rol says "the object 
., 
• 
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. ot control is to.'·enable us to do what we' want to do within economic 
" limits .. 
_Generally, this economic limitation is present and must be 
"' considered in making decisions associated with operating a manu-
facturing shop.~ In many instances facilities or machines which are 
; less than 100% efficient are 1continued in use simply because it 
would cost more to replace them than would be. gained by the increased 
efficiency. 
A decision rule that is applicable for making "shop floor" -
machine adjustment decisions far multi-station machines should:· 
" 
(1) provide for consideration of the economic factors associated 
with making.and/or not making the.adjustments. 
(2) utilize informatfon that is normally available at the fore~ 
man or section chief level of shop supervision. 
As discussed in Chapter II of this paper the problem of deter-
mining when to make a corrective adj~stment can be broadly _separated 
into two segments. The first segment involves determining_ the oper-
ating state of the machine at the time when the decision is being 
:,i, considered. The second segment, k~owing the current operating stat~ 




desirab e to make the corrective adjustment considering the down 
• = tiae" and loss of production that will be incurred. 
' 
Formulation of the d.ecision rule will deal with the second 
segment ~ince, as previously discussed.in Chapter III, the operating 
states of individual machine stations are determined from the process 
lo· :ti . 
·, 
,,;. . . I 

















check results, and therefore are assumed to be· known when an adjust-
ment is being considered. 
B - Basic Premise 
The decision rule will be formulated on the premise· that a ..... -·.-·• ... ... .. 
corrective adjustment should be made only if an economic advantage 
is ~chieved by making the adj u·stm·ent. Inherent in this approach is 
the concept that it may be more advantageous to operate a multi-
' station machine with some st.ations prodycing '' . '' some proportion of 
. 
. ., " defective product for a given period rather than incur the down 
time" and loss of production from al 1 the stations which will result 
from making the adjustments. 
If, ccm.sidering the current operating state of the machine and 
the economic factors, the cost associated with continuing production 
for a period equivalent to the process check interval is greater· 
than the cost associated with making the corrective adjustments, 
to avoid producing defective product, then the adjustments should 
be performed. If the cost associated with making the corrective ad-
justments is greater than the cost associated with continuing pro-
duction with the present machin~ op~rating state, the~ production should 
:.r· be continued until the next scheduled process. check results are avail-
\ 
able. 
... C - Definition of Factors Considered 
·~ ' 
The fact.ors that "are considered in~ :formulating the ''shop floor'·' 
·- .. 
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( 1) Process Check Interval 




' . between selection·of samples from the process, machine station, or 
machine being controlled (11). This interval is frequently referred 
to as the sampling interval or sampling frequency depending upon the 
terminology preferred and/or most consistent with company practices. 
In general, this spacing is dependent on the process or machine 
capability, the.length of time to perform the particular machine 
opez:ation, and such limitations as the ability to obtain the samples, 
perform the necessary measurements or tests and analyze the results 
(11). 
The spacing may be expressed as so many units produced or as 
so many minutes, hours or ~ays (11). In this paper the process.-. 
check interval is expressed as so many units of product made py an 
individual machine station. 
(2) Adjust Time (for an individual machine station) 
.. This is the time required to perform the physical, mechanical. 
or electro-mechanical manipulat~ons necessary to make an adjustment 
to the station. In manufacturing situations the time required to 
effect an adjustment will vary with the particular machine and the 
nature of the adjustment. 
' For the purposes of this paper the ~dj~st times to be used will 
·be, expressed in minutes and selected in the foll.owing mann~r: 
(a) In all cases, it is assumed that the adjust time is small 
enough to allow one machine adjuster to perform an adjust~ 
ment.on each of .the machine stations in less than the t.ime 
\ . 
... 
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' 
' . ' req1,Jired for one station to produce the number of units of 
product related to the process check interval. Suppose that 
. the procef:},s check interval is specified as 150 uni ts; r i, -
the production rate for an individu~l machine station as 5 
units/minute; and n, the number of machine stations as 4. 
The time required for an individual machine station to make 
a unit, tu, would be .20 minutes. Then the adjust time for 
an individual machine station is: 
Adjust time (Process check interval)Ctu> -
- (n+l)* 
-
(150 units)(.20 minutes/unit) 
(4+1) 
. 
= 6 minutes 
*(n+l) to insure that one machine adjuster can ·make an 
·adjustment to each of the machine stations in less than 
the time required for one station to make the number of 
.. units of product related to the process check interval. 
·(b) For evaluation purposes, when the process check interval 
.is very large, an upper limit of 25 minutes will be ,f 
. ,,, 
. applied to the adjust -time. This· arbitrary limitation is 
imposed to avoid select ion of adjust times that would 
seem, to be unreasonable. 
(3) Production Rates 
- 'I\vo different production rates are referred ·t'o in this paper 
and. are defined as follows: 
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. (a) The production ra~e ot · an ·individual machine stat.ion (r 1 ) I -. ("' 
. is the . number of operati·ons or .. uni ts of product that the 
I 
. 
.station is capable of making in a specified unit of time. 
(b) The production rate of the machine system (R) is the s 
number of operations or units of product that the machine 
system (aggregate of individual machine stations) is 
capable of' making in a specified unit of time. 
n 
(4.1) 
where n is the number of individual machine stations • 
Since, in this paper, equal production rates are assumed 
for each individual machine station then 
·· R =nr 
s 
(4) Proportion Defective 
(4.2) 
r . 
The proportion defective is the ratio of the number of de-
fective units produced to the total number of units produced (5),(11). · 
(a) The proportion ~efective being produced by an individual 
machine station (pi) is determined by analy.sis of the 
.. ·• . -· . 
i . 
, 
process check results. 
(b) After the proportion defective ~ing.produced by each indi-
vidual machine station has been determined· then the pro- . 
portion defective being produced by the machine system 
.. · • .. 
. ·-i_·:. 
.-; . . 
. ' . . 
' 

























































s n Lr. 
i=l l 












The labor and material costs associated with the production 
• of a product w-ill vary with the particular product that is being 
made. In some instances the labor cost may be a substantial 
portion of the total cost of the product while with other more 
highly mechanized ·or automatic machines it may be negligible. 
Representative labor and material costs will be assumed and 
<J> 
applied for the purpose. of formulating and evaluating a machine 
adjustment decision rule. 
(6) Salvage Value of a Defective Unit 
,_ 
" Depending upon _the type of product a defective unit may have 
some value attached to it. The value may be associated with basic 
naterials·that can be reclaimed or the defective condition may ·be 
su~Ject to correction by a repair operation. In practice, the 
salvage value.may be related to whether the defective condition 
violates an upper or lower specification limit. For. instance, in 
' 
~ machining operation, if the outsid_e diameter -of a turned sha;ft" 
is too large ,the defective condition m~y be c~rrected by;an a~di-
.tiQnal operation ~nd-thus the defective· tinit would undoubtedly 
h~ve a relatively high salvage value .. However, if che defective 
.; l 
...... 
.-.~ 'j • 
'j ••. ,, \. 
I . 






















~ condition reaalts in the·shaft diameter being too small, the de-
fective shaft probably cannot be repaired and the salvage value ~ 
would be small. 
. . In this paper, the salvage value of a defective unit of 
,,, 
product eutside the upper specification limit is assumed to be 
equal to the salvage value of a defective unit ·of product outside 
the lower specification limit. 
(7) Profit Loss \ 
In Chapter III a basic assumption was made that a market is 
available for the maximum number of units of product that could · 
be produced by the m~chine. In agreement with this assumption it 
seems reasonable to associate· a negative economic value with the 
failure to produce a unit and an additional cost to be associated 
with producing a defective unit of product. There is an opportunity 
cost associa·ted with the failure to produce a unit of product, be-
. 
ft • II cause of down time· or other reasons or with producing a defective 
· unit of .product whenever· there is a demand for the total product ion 
c~pacity of the machine. In this paper .this cost is defined to be 
the profit loss and is assumed to be equal to the expected profit 
per unit. Assignment of this cost is, similar to the assignment 
of a per unit stockout cost in an inventory model, and in essence 





is the cost associated with the failure to supply a unit demanded (6) ., 
(8) Production Time Per Unit 
'' , Tlie productio~ time per unit is the time required·. for an iridi-
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,-c ••. , 
fl 
. unit of product. · It is the reciprocal of the p:roduction rate of· 
an· individual machine station and is expressed as minutes/unit: 
D - Notation 
Ill Following is a summary of tbe~notations used in this .section: 








= proportion defective being produced.by the machine 
system. 
- production rate of an individual machine station. -
- production rate of the machine system. -
- numbe.r of individual machine stations. 
= time required for an individual machine station to 
.. 
make a unit • 
• • 
Cm. =.material cost·per unit of product. 
= labor cost per unit of product. 
= profit loss on a defective unit and/or the profit loss 
for failure to produce a unit • 
. "V8- = salvage or repa:l:r value of a defective unit of p~oduct. 
· PCI ·= process check interval. 
= time required to adjust an individual machine station. 
•-e. 








number of machine stations adjusted~ 
cost associated wi.th continuipg production for a period· 
equivalent to the process cheek interval. 
= cost ass9ciated with making adjustment. · 
= (1-P ) , proportion of good product being produced by-s the machine system. · 
! . 
1· 






































. & I. B - Cost Associated with Continuing Production for a Period 
- Equivalent to the Process Check Interval lt 
The cost associated with continuing production, with the 
machine in its current operating state, for a period equivalent to 
~ 
the process check interval will be denoted as CCP. It is dependent 
·upon the number of defective units of product that· will be made 
during the period and the cost of each defective unit of product. 
J_ 
n 
= I:ri = production rate of the ma,chine system. 
i=l 
. where ri is the production rate of· an individual machine station and 
n is the number of stations. Farther let p1 be the proportion de-




= proportion defective ?eing produced 
by the machine System • 
Now, the number of defective units that will be produced in a 
period equivalent to the process check interval is th~ product of. 
~ the following values: P , the proportion defective being produced 
s 
by the machine-system; R8 , the p~oduction rate of the machine system; 
PCI, the proces~ check interval, expressed in units of product made 
. . 
. by an individual machine station; - and t , time required for an indi-
.. 
u 
·vidual machine station t-o make a unit of product. 
or 





































··n . .~, 
:E r 1 (PCI) Ctu> · i=l 
n 




the cost associated with a defective unit of product will be the 
sum of the material, labor, and profit loss cos'is less any salvage 
or repair value of the defective unit of product. 
or 
Cost of a' defective unit= (4.5) 
Now, the cost of continui.ng production for a period equivalent to 
the process check interval is the product of the number of defec-
tive units and the cost of a defective unit. 
CCP = (number of defective units)(cost per defective Qnit) 
., --- (4.6), 
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P - Cost Associated with,MakinJ Adjustments 
The cost ·associated with -making :adj·ustments ·1s essent~a11·y 
the sum of the value of loss of good production and the 1 aber cost 




, number of stations· to be ad.justed. 
(b) T, time required to adjust one station • a 
(c) c18 , labor cost to adjust one station. 
(d) R8 , production rate of the machine system. 
(e) Cpl' profit loss per unit for- failure to produce a unit 
of good product. 
proportion of good product being produced by the 
machine system. 
The value of loss of good production is the product of th~ following 
quantities, N 
sa' 
the number of stations to be adjusted; T8 , tim~ 
required to adjust one station; R, production rate of the machine s . 
, 
system; C 1 , profit loss per unit for failure to produce a unit P· 
of good product; and Q , propo.rtion of good product being produced s 
by the machine system. · 
or 
The labor cost associated with making the adjustments is the product 
· · . of the· number of stations adjusted and the labor cost required to 
• 
adjust one station. 
·or 'M:• 
•• t' 
. -. : 
..... 















··•·· . 22. ·\ •\'• 
' 
• I• , 
·, 
• 
Labor C9Jit. of adjustments = (Nsa> CC1a> (4·.8) 
,. 
... 
The_ cost .associated with making the adjustments i• the s-um of 
the value of loss ot good production and the labor cost of making 
adjustments. 
0) 
CA= (Value of loss of good production)+ (labor cost of 
making adjustments) 
,". = (Nsa> (Ta) (Rs) (Cpl) {Qs) + (Nsa> (Cla) 
= Nsa [<Ta)(Rs)(Cpl)(Qs) + cla] 
G - Decision Rule 
(4.9) 
' 
For the conditions stated in this paper, the following decision 
rule. ·is suggested for determining when to make corrective adjustments 
to multi-station machines. 
Make corrective ~djustment(s) if and only if the cost of con-
tinuing production-in the present operating state for a period equiva-
lent to the process check interval-is greater than the cost associated 




. [CP s)(Rs) (PCI)(tu>J [ cm +cl -tepl-v sJ > Nsa [ (Ta)(Rs)(Cpl)(Qs) +c1a] 
~ 
then make the corrective adjustments. 
If 
·then continue production until the next ~c~edu.led .process. check 
·r~sults are available. 
,· 
·~-
:. · .• : ... '/ ..... 
t• .· 
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. In an actual shop situation most of the information needed for 
'<-, 
~pplying the above rule would be readily available and would tend to 
remain constant for a particular machine and prod~ct. Therefore~ 
for shop purposes it would ~e convenient to state the rule as follows: 
(1) Determine Ps, the proportion defective. being produced by 
: .. -, ... 
·f' . ';,. 
the machine system. 
then make the corrective adjustments; otherwise, continue 




























V - OOIIPU'td SIMULATION OF IIACBINB S-YSTJII 
AND APPLICATION OF DECISION RULBS 
. . ... . :
( ·J 
A - General Discu.ssion 
.... 
·:":'"--,-· .~ . 
The decision rule formulated in Chapter IV and the frequently 
used rule referred to in Chapter II are used to make the machine 
adjustment decision 1or computer simulated multi-station machines, 
economic factors, and process check intervals. After each simu-
lated process check during the operating period, the rules are in-
'dividually applied to determine if cor~ective adjustments should be 
made to the machine stations. When applying.the fre~uently used 
,~. rule, adjustments are made to all stations which are producing de-
fective product that can be avoided by making a corrective adjust-. 
ment to the stations. Using the rule formulated in Chapter IV, 
adjustments are made, to all stations producing defective product, 
I •.• _ 
if and only if the cost of continuing production - in the present 
operating state for a period equivalent to the process check interval 
-- is greater than the costs associated with making the adjustments. -
· B - Selection of Conditions to be Simulated 
(1) Operating State of Machine Stations' 
,.,, I 
In Chapter II an assumption was made that the current operating 
state of the machine stations (proportion defective product being 
produced) was determined from the process check results. Also, 
4 this information is available to the shop person responsible for 
making the machine adjustment decision. In order to evaluate and 
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a~d· _process check condit,ions a frequency distritiutnio~. is ;assumed 
• I 
for this variable.· .In pract~ce the characteristics 9f the fre~uency· 
distribution (center, spread, shape) may vary with the particular 
,._ .. ~~· 
machine station; however, for simulation purposes a negative ex-
{ 
ponential frequency dist~ibution of the following form is assumed 




-e • X >O 
= -p ' -
0 ; elsewhere 
- where 13 = the mean =O' = standard deviation, 
· Two dtfferent values are ·assumed for fj. -They ~re fj _.=_ .05 and 
/j = .• 20. Figures l and 2 are graphical representations of the 
frequency distribution for the assumed values of 8. 
(2) Economic and Machine Factors. 
.,, 
·The ec9;nomic factors (material cost, laborrcost, selling price, 
prof.it/unit, etc.) , machine factors ( number of stations, production 
rate), and the process check intervals in a manufacturing situation 
,r 
vary with the particular product and the associated machine. Reason-
able values are selected for t·he factors for the· purpose of -carrying 
out the computer simulations and evaluating -~.h~ decision rules. The 
various conditions (combination of factors) simulated are summarized 
in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Two.different values are used for the beta 
parameter·(/3); therefore, seventy two· conditions are simulated. 
C - Basic Operation of Computer Program 
During an operating period, the results of.each.process check 
'_I,· •··• :: 
• -""'"•,•M ,0,,./.,,,,,,,.,,,•,(:,.o" 
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. /j = P. = a :: . 20 
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X > C) 
-
elsewhere 
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•· 
CONDITIONS SIMULATED 
. A e-x/fj 
1 ~ j X 0 
Operating State Distribution; f(x) = 
. .. 
'{ -:, . 
;, ;. 
·····Number of Stations 
Process 'Check Interval (Units) 
! 





0 ; elsewhere 
{j = • 05 & • 20 
Selling Price= $10.00 
Profit Loss = .20 (selling price).' 
<Material Cost= .20 (selling price) 
Lab9r Cost = .50 (selling price). 
Salvage Value= .50 (material cost) 
· Labor Cost for Adjustment - Negligible 
-Production Rate-Station= 2 units/minute 
... 














2 :'· · 3 
TABLE 1 · 
i 
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Number of Stations 
Process Check Interval 






1//:J ; X ~ 0 
Operating State Distribution; f(x) = 





/j = • 05 & .20 
Selling Price= $5.00 
Profit Loss = .25 (selling price) 
Material Cost= .40 (selling price) 
·Labor Cost = .25 (selling p~ice) 
Salvage Value= .50 (material cost) 
Labor Cost for Adjustment-Negligible 
Production Rate-Station= l unit/minute 
8 8 8 8 8 8 12 12 
30 30 30 120 120 120 .30- 30 
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1/p e fJ j . X ~ 0 
Operating State Dist~ibution; f(x) = 
:: '".· 
Number of Stations 
. i 
Process· Check Interval· (Units) 




0 ; elsewhere 
fj = • 05 & ~.20 
Selling Price·= $3.00 
Profit Loss = .30 (selling price) 
Material Cost=· .40 (selling price) 
Labor Cost = .20 (selling price) 
Salvage Value= .50 (material cost) 
Labor Cost for Adjustment - Negligible 
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are simulated _by randomly sampling from the· operati~I. state distri-
.. 
bution to determine pi, , the current proportion defective product 
being made by an individual machine station. After the current 
operating state of each machine station is determined then the forlllJi-
lated rule and the frequently used rule are applied to the same d.ata 
and used to make the adjustment d~cision. The basic steps associated 
with applying the decision rules are··· as follows: 
,, .1 '• 
Frequently Used Rule 
(1) Assume that all machine stations with p1 > 0 are adjusted. 
(2) Calculate "rood product ion" (number of units of non-
defective product) for a period equivalent to the process 
check interval • 
(3) Accumulate the "good production" for e.ach process check 
interval to obtain the tota 1 number of non-defective uni ts 
produced during the simulated operating period. ,. 
,. (4). Multiply the total good production f(?r the operating pe·riod 
· by the selling price per unit to obtain the value of non-
.defective product made during the simulated opera·ting period. 
· Formulated Rule 
(1) Calculate the cost of continuing production (with present 
operating state) for a period equivalent to the process 
check interval. .;,:-· 
(2) Calculate the cost ·associated with making adjustments .. to 
all -machine stations with p1 > O. · 
., 
· (3) .Compare the cost of contil)uing production with the cost of 
,!' • ·• ,· 
. . . 
. . . . .~· 
... ~ -.· .. 
.... 
/ /" .. 
J 
' . 
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(a) If the.cost of continuing production is greater than 
the cost of making adjustments, assume that all machine 
stations with p1> 0 ~re adjusted. 
.. (b).If the cost of continuing production is less than the 
j ,. 
cost of making adjustments, assume that production is 
continued until the.results of the next scheduled 
.process check are available •.. 
. . ft " (4) Calculate good production (number of·units of non-defective 
product) for a period equivalent to the process check inter-
.val. 
. , " . u· (5) A-ccumulate the good p.roducti.on for each process check 
' 
' interval to obtain the total number of non-defective units 
produced during the simulated operating period. 
. '' '' (6) Multiply the total good production. for the operating 
period by the selling price per unit to obtain the value 
·, 
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BASI·c LOGIC 01' OOJIPUTER PROGRAM 
Determine Pi for Each Ma.chine 
Station by Sampling From The 
Operating State Distribution 
Calculate Ps and N88 for Machine System·· 
, Apply Formulated Rule and Frequently 
Used· Rule to Make Adjustment Decision 
. . 
Frequently Used Rule Formulated Rule 
ff 
. . • '' Calculate Good Production 
For a Period Equivalent To 
The Process Check Interval 
:::!alculate the Cost of Continuing 
Production For Period Equivalent 
To The Process Check Interval 
ff • '' Accumulate Good Production by 
Process Check Interval to Obtau 
'' '' The Total Good Production For 
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• I 
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. . . . ' ' . . . 
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.1 
Calculate the Cost Associated 
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A '1 ff Multiply Total Good Production for Operating 
Period by Selling Price Per Unit to Obtain 




\"; fl· • " Calculate Good Production for a Period 








ff • II Calculate Good Production for a Period 
, .. 
•. ; .. 
,'. 
. I. 
Equivalent to the Process Check Interval 
'' fl Accumulate Good Production by 
Process Check Interval to Obtain 
the Total "Good Production" for 
the Operating Period 
ft . • II Multiply Total Good Production 
for Operating Period by Selling 
Price Per Unit to Obtain Value 
of "Good Production" for Simu-
late.d Operating Period 
FIGURE 3 (cont'd) 
:i 
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To ,1d in discussing the results 6titained, the de~i~ion rule 
formulated in this paper will subsequently be referred to as Rule 1 
. 
and the frequently used rule will be referred to as ~ule 2. 
, 
The basis for comparison was the value of good production which 
" resulted from using each rule for the simulated conditions tabulated 
in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 
Results obtained,. by using Rule' 1 ,and Rul·e 2, for each simu-
lated condition are· shown graphically in Figures · 4, 5 '~ 6 and 7. 
The values obtained are presented in Appendix .I. 
The data. concerning value of good production was ·generated in 
.. 
sets of 10. For each si~ulated condition, the valu~s of good pro-




of sample data and the means and standard deviations were cal,culated. 
-These were designate<;! as.x1 , x2 , s1 ,, and s2 • The subscripts refer 
to Rt.Jle 1 or Rule 2. · 
A·statistical test was performed to determine if there was a 
.significant difference in the sample means by testing the hypothesis: 
.r,. . • 
.... ,:p , • 
a: 
., 
The test per_form~d ·is presented in (1) and (7) and is used to 
test the hypothes.is that the means of two 11ormal distributions are 
equal, assumi'ng- that the standard deviations are unknown and that 
they are riot necessarily-equal. This test, know.n as the.Behrens-
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VALUE OF GOOD PRODUCTION 
(Thousands of·'" Dollars) 
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... ;.. . .. · a. t .statistic· cannot· be us~d .since (I 
1 
cannot be assumed to equal " -.-'.-
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A 
The. p.~ocedure is based upon a test statistic· t' which ha~ an app_roxi-~ 
. 
mate t distribution when µ 1 
their sample estimates~ s1
2 
= µ • If ~1
2 and~ 2 are replaced by 2 . 2 
2 
and s2 the statistic-t' is g~n by: 
and the associated degrees of freedom are: 
p 
. 2 2 2 2 2 . 2 _2 ,. 
v = (s1 /n1+s2 /°2) /[(s1 /n1) /(n1+1)+(s2 /n2) _l(n2+o] { - 2 
• '1.>!. 
· Although the d .-o. f. , v, calculated by the above formula are not 
likely to,be integers, it suffices to choose ·the nearest integer 
. . 
value in looking up critical values_of t. 
A critical region in the tail of the t distribution was selected 
of size, a= .05 and the criteria for rejection was established to 
.-r.eject'wbenµ. 1 ~P. 2 • The statistic t', and.the associated degrees of 
.. ,. 
· freedom, v, were calculated and the hypothesis µ. 1 = µ 2 . was rejected 
whenever jt'f ~ t. 025 ;v· 
Application of the test indicated a significant difference in 
. ~ 
·. the results obtained by Rule 1 and Rule 2 for each of the.conditions 
. . 
simulated. The magnitude of the. difference is estimated by x1-x2 and 
is favorable to Rule ·1. 
. . 
It·can be.noted from the data tabulated in Table 4 that the mag-
nitude of the difference, x1-x2 , is greater when the number of 
. 
machine stations is increased from 8 t<> 12 stations. The difference, 
.. x1 -x2 , for simulated con<fition number 4 is greater than the difference, 
r 
•'' 
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TABLE 4 - Paired Simulation Rasul.ts 
. Number. of Machine Stations 
= 8 and 12 
.; 
Value of Good Produc.tion (Average) 
. .. 
;.,, 
Formulated Rule 1 Fr~quently Used.Rule 2 , ________ _ 
44,513 10,239 
65,679 10,35_6 
88 ,_542 21, 1-19 
137,202 23,537. 
















116,623 15,077 p· 
25,214 4,800 
37,355 ... 4,684 
52,220 8,928 
75,592 10,367 
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TABLE 4 (cont'd) 
Value of Good Production (Average) 









1:2 ,209 -2,506 
.17,665 2,879 
25,097 5,439 
39,283 5,482 . ' 
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TABLE 4 (cont'(J) 
.. 
' 
Value of Good Pr·oduction (Average) 
I . 
Formulated Rule 1 . Frequen~ly Used Rule 2 
32,735 ~ .6, 984 





















54,697 ... ·:. 9,082 
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,. - .... 
· x1-x2 , for simulated condition number l., although ·the simulated 
conditions differ ,only· by 'the, number of machine ·'stations considered • 
This same relationship is true for all the paired simulated coh-
\ 
ditions tabulated in Table 4 • 
... 
I l 
The statistical test previously described-was performed to 
determine if the results associated with the paired simulated con-
ditions were significantly different. The test values obtained 
indicated that the results differed significantly. 
" I 
• - I 
~-. 
' . 
.... . J 
'L 
,; :,: -··· ... ,, 
·' ~ ' . 
Also, note from the data tabulated in Table 5 that the magni-
- -tude of the difference,_ x1-x2 , is greater when beta, the mean of 
the operating state.distribution, is smaller. The diff ere nee, 
~ 
. 
x1-i2 , ~or simulated condition number -37. is greater than the dif-
ference, i 1-x2 , for ·simulated condition number 1. Simulated con-· 
' ditions number 37 and number l (and the other paired simulated 
conditions in Tabl~ 5) differ only by the. value assumed for beta, · · 
the mean of the operating state distribution. Application 0£ the .. 
,_ 
previously described statistical.test and rejection criteria showed 
that the results associated with the paired simulated conditions 
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~ . TABLE 5 - Paired Simulation Results 
/j ~ .20 and .05 
Value of Good Production (Average) 
Formulated Rule 1 Frequently Used Rule 2 
44,513 10,239· 






109,513 17 ,-113 
137,202 23,.537 
219,065 37,051 
199,134 34', 559 
328,367 
- 56,713 
49,204 g ,·s12· 
73,097 14,719 
81,403 20,266 




. 109 ,'592 16,171 
137,221 .. 24,368 .. 
219,047 40,319 
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TABLE 5 (cont' d) 
Formulated Rule 1 Frequently Used Rule 2 · 
r 
Value of Good Production (Average) 
23,990 4,632 
32,735 6,984 
- 50,309 9,048 
~5,685 13,319 
74,812 13,656 
- · 98,562 20,448 






-147, 709 24,050 
25,214 4,800 _ 
32,930 7,872 52,220 8,928· 
.. . . 65,778 13,152 
· 73,468 13,728 
. 98,511 21,408 
37,355 4,684 
· 49,180 8,473 
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-, ~ . 
' ...... 
Value of Good Production (Average) Average Diff~ren,ae 
(x -x:_.) . 1 -~ . 
"'.:·, < ' 
_ -,Formulated Rule l Frequently Used R\lle 2 • 
12,057 2,546 
.. 9,511 .. 
- ... -~ ..... \, 18,243 i·, 
24~47J ·. , .. /~·-: . ; .... : ..... . ... ·· ' . ~ ·, . 
3,745 . 14,498 
5,025 19,448 36)483 7,279 29,204 36,855 
54,675 
7 ,226_ 29,629 
10,866 43,809 
,, r ·.· 
18,877 2·,s3s 16, 039· 27,35~ 
. 4,555 22,799 
.. 37,188 5,842 31,346 -5.4,656 9,816 44,840 
·-. i 57,970 8,625 49,345. " ,• . 82,173 .. 14,607 67,566 12,209 2,506 9,703 
· _18 ,251 
'25,097 
3,572 14,679 







·, 4,704 ~ 22,682 
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VII - CONCLUSIONS 
. ;_ ~ 
The machine adjustment decision rule, for multi-station .machines, 
developed and evaluated .in this paper incorporates the economic con-
siderations of "down time" and loss of production_ which are incurred. 
It more adequately considers the economic factors associated with 
. 
. 
. . ' . ' ~ making adjustments to multi-statio:q machil).es than does the decision 
-"~:t 
. .... ~ 
. . 
rule frequently used· in shop applications. However, the information 
utilized by the formulated decision rule is normally available at 
a low level of shop supervision. 
~ 
A reasonable set of economic factors, machine and process check 
conditions were simulated in order to evaluate the decision rule 
• 
I ' 
· developed in this paper, Rule 1, against the frequently used decision .. 
: ,· 
· .... 
,,.~ : : ... 
,, 




. .... _ ' . 
. . ' ·/ .... ' :·' ; 
• I ' ~ • 
• 
_ rule, Rule 2. 
Analysis of the results shows that a decision rule for adjusting 
multi-station machines should consider the· n,down· time" and loss .of 
···production that will be incurred by the machine if an adjustment is 
made to one or more of the machine stations. The decision r.ule 
should provide for consideration and evaluation of the economic 
fact.ors associated with making and/or not making the adjustments 
rather than considering only the fact t~at the machine is producing 
· defective product that can be a.voi.ded by making cerrective adjust-
~ 
·ments. An economic advantage may be obtained by operating a multi-
station machine with some of the stations producing '' . ' ' . some proportion 
.1 
of defective product for a given period rather than incur the loss 
· of production from all the stations which will result from making· 
. . ', ·, . . . . ~. . . ·.·.. .. .· '. . ' . ' . 
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I 
the· adjustments. The,break-even point, in terms of the proportion 
L• 
defective·being produced by the machine system, for making correc-
,,, tive adjustment·s to a multi-station machine can be determined by 
evaluation of the associated~oriomic factors and is incorporated 
in dectsion~Rule 1. 
·:t 
Using the value of ·good production as a basis for comparison,· · 
statistical te~ts performed ·on the computer simulation results indi-
cated that at-~ 95·percent conf~dence· level: 
(1) Rule 1 did produce better results than Rule 2"it For each· 
of the conditions simulated,. the value of good produ.c.tion~ 
obtained by using Rule 1 to make the machine adjustment 
.. 
decision wa~ significantly larger than the value of good 
produqtion obtained by using Rule 2. 
(2) The magnitude of the gain-- realized by using Rule 1 in-
,. 
creased when the number of machine stations was increased. 
Rule 1 becomes more favorable because Rule 2 requires that 
an adjustment be made whenever a machine station is pro-
ducing defective product that -can be avoided by making a 
corrective adjustment. This results in excessive "down 
fl time and loss of production, i.e., loss o:( production may 
be incurred on 11 °stations because 1 station is producing 
a small pr.oportion of defective produc·t, 
~ 
(3) · The magnitude of the gain realized by using Rule 1 is 
I 
: also _greater when beta, the mean of the operating state 
. ' 
. ' i 
. 
. : . 
distribution, 
' . . . . 
I' '~. .~ ·:. v" 
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. made unless the cost associated with producing the de-· 
-fective ·· product is greater than the cost asso·ciated with 
.making the adjustments-. Therefore, when beta is small, 
:the machine may continue in operation without incurring 
· "down time" and loss of production. Under the same con-
dition, Rule 2 would necessitate adjustments and loss of 
· ·production. When beta is larger, the cost associated with 
producing the detectiv~ product is greater, thus appli-
·cation of Rule .l·and Rule 2 tends to ·result in the sa~e 
action being taken •. 
When there is a demand for the maximum production capacity ·of 
a multi-station machifle, Rule 1, formulated in this paper is ·su-
·perior to Rule 2 as a decision rule for determining when to make 
corrective adjustments. It, Rule 1, tends to reduce the number of 
d · t t th t d d th lt · "d t . " d 1" a JUS mens a are ma e an e resu 1ng own 1me. an oss_ 
of productio~ incurred. ·Thus the.value of .good production for a. 
given oper~ting period is increased.. Rule 2, in essence, tends to 
emphasize the percent yield (the ratio of the number of good units 
· prod·uced to the total number o~ units produced) without an economic . 
evaluation·of the costs associated with obtaining the yield. For 
multi-station machines this results in increased "down time" for 
·ma-chine adjustments and considerable loss of productions 
If a high percent yield is the· objective, regardless of cost, then 
·. Rule 2· will better accomplish the objective because using Rule 1, 
. I 
I • . 
-
,. . .. 
,, . •.. . . 
, 
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51 
adjustments are not 111ade unless the -cost of producing the defective 
'i, .. \ 
.product, is greater than) the cost·associated with making the adjust-
·, 
ments. 
~ . ' ' 
Although Rule 1 incorporates. the economic considerations as-
sociated with ~aking corrective adjustments, it does not require 
extensive or complicated calculations by the shop person responsible 
for making the adjustment decision. Most of the information needed .. 
for applying the rule is normally available and will tend to remain .. 
copstant for a particular mach_~n~ and product. 
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= $10.00/unit · Selling Pri-ce 
Profit Loss 
·Material Cost_ = 
-
-
Labor Cost = 
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Value of Good Production (Average) 




4,884 39·, 015 
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SIMULATION RESULTS. 
Selling Price - $5.00/unit 
Pro:fit Loss - l.25/unit 
Material Cost - 2.00/uni-t 
Labor Cost - 1.25/unit 
Salvage Value - 1.00/unit 
-





















· 120 units 2· 
120 units 3 
·120 units ·> 1 
120 units .2 
.. 
·120 units 3 
•. 





• .. ._·--··co·-•>•"••••• - ""," • ·• -
' :~ 
-~ . ·- . 
... . . 
.. 
r e 
.. - -·,._r. ._.- :· . 
- .. 1· 
·_c·-· 
- ·I - : .' . 
.• _ ... '_ -
·, . 
! ... 
. . !;, . 
•c..· • 
. ~-. -
- -f . 
-c.4 ·- ... 
Value of Good Production (Average · 
RQle 2 Rule 1 




5,842 37 ,~88 · 







8,528 . 60,229 .· 
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I~nterval Period (days) 
60 units 1 
60 units· 2 
60 units 3 
60 units ' 1 
60 units 2 
60 units 3 
240 units 1 
{' 
· 240 units 2 
240· uni ts· ·3 
240 units 1 ,; 
240 units 2 
240 units .: .a 
~ . 












Value of Good Production (Average) 





17,113 . 109,513 
· 37,051 219,065 
56,713 · 328,367 . 
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. 
.{:'·<tl 
Value of" Good Production 
-(Average) 
Rule 2 Rule 1 
6,984 32 J 735.v 
13,319 65,685 
·"-· . 20,448 i. '98,562 
8,024 49,224 
17,196 gs·, 590 
24,050 147,709 
7,872 32,930 
,· 13,152 65,778 ~ 
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· SIMULATION RESULTS 










Salvage Value = 1.00/unit 






Interval P.eriod (days) 
30 units 1 
30 ·units 2. 
30 units j 3 
30 units 1 
30 units 2 , 
30 units 3 
' 120 units 1 
120 units 2. 
120 units 3, 
120 units 1. 
· . 
120 units 1 










. . \ 




.Value of Good Production 
(Average) 




4,555 27 ,35~ 
- '.,,._ 
9, 816.. ' 54·, 656"''>' 
14,607 82,173 
3,572 18,251 .. 
.. 
7,839 36,534 
10, 9864 54,734 ·--1 , 
4,704 27,386 
9,082 54,69'? 
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